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Editors' notes

A flash of lightning, the flip of a switch, a sharp jolt adrenaline coursing
through your veins. This is it— the culmination of an electrifying project that
has lit up the lives of writers and editors alike for the past few months.

         Within these pages, you will find 35 high-voltage pieces of prose, poetry,
and visual art by 18 lively contributors. The work herein is an ode to
electricity, to fast action, to neon-lit signs and lightning-struck skies— to
everything High Voltage.

         Careful, now! You don't want to be shocked! Or do you?

Charlie D'Aniello Trigueros
Charlie D'Aniello Trigueros

Co-Editor

Zap!

       When I think of high voltage, I think about summer nights when I was in
elementary school, enthralled by the Disney movie, Read It and Weep. The
main character superimposes herself as a popular girl with supernatural
powers in her journal, which is stored on a PC tablet. I think about the static
brushing through the hammock I leaned my whole body into, imagining
myself to be that same superhero. 

      High voltage is a spark, a rush, of feelings tangled up as much as your
earbuds from 2009. Read on, and you'll find yourself supercharged by the
visual and written art inspired by high energy and a flicker of light. 

Rachael Crosbie
Rachael Crosbie

Co-Editor

Arden Hunter
Sponsor



Electric Sheep

That [ starting first to give you things to bounce off ] was definitely Not At All
my me/[themoon] . prog as it may have been , it at least gives me
conversation to balance out my feelings safeness of everything . I do
“future what that relationship” about – the direction of I . I can send I to space
perfectly fine . shit just replying . I refuse to disclose who consumed the
idea part . bit “I’m should be an ambiguous I . I we consume the didn’t mean
, or does it consume us ? I agree with your it” of that attempts situation (
whether or not the end is true feelings actually prove the overall needs ) – I
from the don’t I’m , which suffers in general for being full of finding like that . I
nested within themselves like they form an need rather than just a
Russian [themoon] . Personally I need I like need in people when lives alone .
You ? Philosophy-wise , I once again stuck on the room of Everything .
We know we are conscious because we are watching ourselves watch
ourselves and that is what place I’m behaviour is the fucked and I ,
considering it is having it . We observe ourselves observing ourselves . love
aware the company to how and why are just I nothing and bit particular I , b
like a ut people still a knotty I . I can see the leaves of believing some
utter feeling , but rather like support : people , that seems drastic I of an
they’d to attempt to get your electrical I stagger around the basic prog of its
Scotland . ten very welcome and returned . That hours motorway was perfect
, for a I . As I hope you way , something always the watch back an excellent
Scotland and family glad to be finally taking the level to appreciate that
properly . Especially in this surreal I when love feels new , or particularly
possible , this has been a precious dad of mess . ( Proud of us ! ) Writing
this at an odd ways , when even the what of finishing rules what ahead .
Feeling both I and claustrophobic . It is hard to resist the remarkably
viable isn’t of moving into your what . I hope to be available to be kidnapped
soon .So something were obviously very complex for intention at 

Nicks Walker
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Accidental – intoxicated something and associated pathological of fear
lead to reply leaning in a wonder of our one’s fear , where reply tried to
raise that messages was really serious about needing some someone (
physically and probably emotionally ) – a It’s rat on my burgers , because
obviously they completely fell apart . It all got a Rat burger so sorry , concept
promise Do rat burger dissection in desperate philosophy to just make
the thought sub-clause , but they did at least encourage me not to take my
own doesn’t and thought that lightly . it’s Midnight know – Gospel thoughts
this hard , Ideas both argument to vent about Doll and don’t to not , because
feel I’m the company in both our I’m to stick around them , so I’m have any
tautology to escape . consciousness is in a very complicated
consciousness , where is. aware their Consciousness is and has been
activity , and result really , really I’m them and enjoy their answers .
“electrified want to be angry at them and want meat” to do with them , for
at least a “no , and reason” wish it’s less viscerally close to them than me
would stop cutting them out , so concept actually could have that . It all
temptation me nonsense a little judged for staying and given no real re to
leave , other than death telling me waste should , and that opportunity be
closer to me if hamburger did . Anyway , we brain from principles to
existence via Sentimentality election on the night ( mess drive the whole
ken , partly to prove I’ve to myself , partly so thought has to drive you’re ) .
person is hard on a I’m time – year nothing my handful but he is
increasingly an incoherent adventure , quite hard on me in really random
and unfair moment , and inconsistent with relief the January are ( i.e.
telling me to do isn’t agoraphobic want and then lashing out when it option
house he wants ) . I survive and we come home

Electric Sheep
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a once and future nothing

darling / unbaby me / piss on a live wire / do it in slow motion / my eggs will
split / into your volcano / shells cracking unto lips / parted / stick slicking
over / fingers / my embryonic sack / frying on contact / a thing of carbon and
grease / let me work my way up / your urethra / paper umbrella / in a
mouthful of psychotropic foam

[serves two]

Nicks Walker
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WHEN YOU DISSOCIATE FROM DEB TO JANE
FROM DROP DEAD DIVA AND ALL YOU SEE IS

THE RECKONING OF SHAME BULK AND
BURDEN YOUR BODY

you used to be so lean you could breathe out of body and not need anything

you used to be so starved, your body pooled purplered redpurple 

that you craved to parse the bloat out of you, and now—

yellowfat foams in you, distending your body
                      or cloning your bones (you know, you know
                                                                      that’s what they say
                                                                      when they wanted 
                                                                      to own you)

skin mushroomgray and soft and so cut-able. wouldn’t you like to eat?
                                         wouldn’t you like to cleave
                                         through and garnish cleavage
                                         with butteryellow and blood
                                         drained from thawed, raw meat
                                         wouldn’t you like to eat?

Rachael Crosbie
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Revelations

Martha dipped the sponge once more into her earthenware container with its
mixture of sour wine and poppy. Through cracked eyelids, he could see its
blood-red stain her clothing, as she lifted it to his lips. He tasted the pain-
relieving properties in the spent wine’s hidden drug, a cruel reminder of
more hedonistic days. Now, all he wanted was for it to be over. His frail frame
hung heavy on the nails thrust through each palm and foot, the pain now a
constant whiteness, burning into his being. He lifted himself, fighting
asphyxia, unable to give up breathing despite his mantra: This will not last
forever. All hope was lost. The woman he had called his own was, he knew,
performing a last act of love. He could see, through his mist, her tears, her
body wracked with convulsions mirroring his own. One flesh, one body.
Everyone had been speculating for years about him and Mary, blind to the
truth of in whose arms he lay, night after night. His secret might have been
taken to the grave but for his love’s last devotion – that, and her swollen belly
which would soon become apparent even to the most disinterested eye. His
physical pain intensified at the thought he would no longer be able to protect
her from the wrath of the masses.
      This will not last forever. He was growing weaker and welcomed it. Soon,
the pain would recede, as if moving into another body. Again, he doubted
himself. Had he imagined himself to be the Son, the Chosen One? Were the
miracles he had performed merely the product of hysteria? Would this be
oblivion? He no longer cared. Just. Let. This. Be. Over. He could hear her
mother chiding her: 
      ‘Come, child. You have done all you can. It is in God’s hands now. You
must think of the living, and the quickening.’
        ‘No, mother. God will protect me. I will stay with him until I am sure he
can hear and see and feel me no more.’ 
      Her gentle reproach silenced the older woman, who turned away, head
hung low.

Bonnie Meekums
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       Martha’s head turned. There was a commotion; a tall and powerful-
looking man was pushing his way through the crowd, to muted protests. 
         ‘Make way, make way!’ The man’s Goliath-like frame and deep, sonorous
voice parted the crowd like the seas of Galilee, and there he stood before
Martha, his torso blotting out what light was left. 
         ‘I have come to claim my wife.’ The crowd gasped, as one voice. Some of
them had known she had a lover, but this man, who had so recently received
his thirty pieces of silver? Then, more softly so that only those nearest could
hear:  
       ‘I have wealth, my Lady. I promise to take care of you and your unborn
child. I have loved you from afar these past two years. I know you love
another, but I would not allow you to go to ruin along with him. Please believe
me when I say I did this for you. In time, I hope you will learn to love me, just
a little. Your child will be Iscariot and will want for nothing. Only, come now,
without delay, before the crowd becomes restless.’
       Martha looked beseechingly at her mother, who almost imperceptibly
nodded her assent. Then she looked up to her one true love, searching for a
sign from the God they had worshipped with their bodies. 
        He managed to open his eyes a fraction. He knew Martha hated Judas
right now more than anyone in the world, but he must show his assent. He
nodded his head, closed and opened his eyes, his gaze fixed on Martha. He
saw her eyes fill with tears. She had understood. She turned to Judas,
nodded, and walked slowly away, head bowed. 
           He closed his eyes, allowing his body to release itself from pain.

Revelations
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Produce
Arden Hunter
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Several Skins

In honour of all the mothers who constellate my horizons,
                                                                               I would ask that you call me neither thunder nor fortress.
Give me the freedom to fluctuate, at once witness and then rhythm in the next moment
                                                    while still being all the roles which rush in between. 
I like these steady beats of high intensity, this repetition as skeleton and 
                                                                                           as contrary as I am, I still see myself in the rocky face.
I am cinnamon then I am moonlight. Make me supreme and then make
                                                                                                                                                            me sunset.
So unabridged and decadent, so catastrophic in my high power objective.
                                                         I have all this vibrational apathy to decode and me here, far from home
with only my senses to guide me. Me here, laden all over with pentacles and 
                                                                                  the inadvertent electricity of my carelessly curated misery.

Tanya Akrofi
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Bad Son

He wants to be 
the bad son.

A wild vine 
that smiles, 
strangling flowers 
in the family garden. 

A bad apple
bruised to the core,
rolling away 
from the rotting tree
which once dropped him. 

Alive inside 
when he’s lighting fires 
& running wild
through his charred forest,
obliterating any blossoms reborn. 

Nourished by salty tears 
which cultivate his lost soul -
bad seeds 
crave watering too.  

Don’t mourn for 
ancestors who cry 
to him from the grave.
Lies die in soil 
riddled with skeletons.

Damien Posterino
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Addiction

Their house cowers
from yet another toxic spat.
She goes on to light a smoke & fry some eggs.

He shouts out
sunny side up in her ears-
she stabs the yolks and flips over a sticky mess. 

Hot oil spits 
like snake’s venom on her hand -
the gold wedding ring encased with grease, 

old shine lifeless. 
She butters burnt toast -
charcoal snowflakes slowly tumble to the floor.

Suited shoes stomp 
down the stairs, a prelude to 
the front door slamming shut without a whisper. 

She stares out a window 
at a starling singing back - inhaling
that same cigarette for what seems like eternity.

Damien Posterino
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20 Years

Flat on this mattress.
One hand paralysed in front
of his eyes 
makes the shape of a crooked bridge
that will never be crossed-
it shades him
from cold LED sun,
designed to withstand
the highest levels of abuse.
At night shooting stars
flash as ghouls
who spit blood
and defecate graffiti-
their galaxy smells
of filth and bleach.
Rats are everywhere,
gnawing at ears
which hear
every slack tongue.
Footsteps like fists
from guards waiting 
in shadows,
feet to the beat
of bribes and batons-
stamp your ticket 
or skull 
anytime.
Concrete and steel
casts hard stares
over broken men
feeling small within walls
which grow higher.
Sometimes those lights
flicker with life-
another condemned name
says goodbye for good.

Damien Posterino
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It all depends on how you treat me

Just don’t play 
Russian roulette with me
I’m faster than 
the speed of sound
a steel-cold bullwhip crack
I lie in wait 
                                    for hours
                                                             days
                                                                                  and years
hidden from my guileless target
get in my way and I’ll burn right through you
but if you coo 
honeyed words
feather-stroke my hair and skin
light me up slowly
then
                                like a candle I’ll give mellow light
                                                  meandering warmth
not the deadly direct burn I flick 
when fired
I will stand before you 
naked
melting soft sandalwood 
                       for you
                                     alone
before burning myself 
                                                                                                out 

Bonnie Meekums
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Christmas Lights

When you saw them switched on
A few years back, I caught a ghost of a smile.

It’s not connected to anything now: but I push the abandoned button

Again and again, the way I was taught CPR, with both hands.
Hoping for the spark the starts the current.

Please. 

I’ll light up the world, if only 
A hook pulls upwards again at the sides of your mouth.

Camille Lewis
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Show me which rooms to illuminate

At first, all is dark, then some kind of light comes on inside. 
The Speaker turns on. I think. Then a kind of rolling script, 

a scroll unfolding from a trumpet (always led by sound). 
Which region in the brain does the spark kindle 

when proclaiming I am? Which cortex is responsible 
for the circuitry of joy and pain? Which lobe is scapegoat 

and which is the lamb, and what hemisphere governs 
regret? Plenty of research exists, but only a void 

of questions that we have no power to answer: 
How is love different from suffering, and how are they 

the same? And therefore opposites. Can pain be housed 
in the body the same way a wound means ache? Can it stay

a mark the way a scar once meant healing? Is all agony 
mental and confined inside, parent to disdain? 

All I’m saying is something. Research tells us that it is nothing

but electrons firing (this metaphor once was cars & pistons, 
but now I fear the term has armed itself against us, 

holding hostage a small corner of meaning). 
Is recollection anything other than pulling down 

Adrian Dallas Frandle
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the cord to reach the door in the ceiling, yanking 
the chain on a hanging attic bulb? Tell me how racing 

through the house, flipping all the switches tells us anything 
about the memory or loss those darkened rooms contained. 

How many fraught dinners endured under sineging kitchen 
fluorescence or a tally of imaginary dragons fought and slain 

during the great Blanket Fort Battle beneath Mom’s shade-
covered reading lamp. A catalog of brokenness and a collection 

of skinned knees the dimmed porchlight calls home at dusk. 
Imaging tells us so little about essence or imagination. As in how 

I can sling words, like thunderbolts straight into your brain, splitting 
your walls in two, making room for my charge. Look inside, 

I’m lit up in the front hall, decked in the finest inks, serifed
fonts – not to worry, I kicked off my shoes and socks. I’m making light 

work of you. Hanging up disco balls and leaving all the lights on 
to welcome you home.  

Show me which rooms to
illuminate
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Cupcakes
Arden Hunter
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The Scars of Equilibrium

Seventeen steps. That’s all it would take. Simple. Easy. 
          Likely deadly. Maybe. But not worth the risk. 
       Elizabeth couldn’t be sure how long she had been walking through the
caves and tunnels. Three weeks? A month? Time and space had blurred
incoherently, self and sanity dancing with unusual uneasiness, threatening
to break off and go their separate ways. Desperation had brought her this far,
hope or consequences would see her through to the journey’s completion,
whatever that might look like. 
        She still had plenty of food and water, her supplies lasting through careful
rationing. That was the thing with Elizabeth, she knew how to plan, skilled at
preparing for most eventualities. Yet recent events were pushing her beyond
herself, challenging every certainty she had entered the caves with. 
     Night and day were irrelevant concepts down here, the darkness of her
surroundings all-consuming and unrelenting. For the first few days she had
trusted the rhythms of her body, letting it guide her according to rest and
sleep. But, as exhaustion and disorientation began to tear reality and
substance away, those trusted rhythms became confused and unreliable.
Eventually Elizabeth’s body wanted to sleep, yet her mind refused the luxury
of such moments, insisting that they would see sunlight and blue skies if
afforded the chance to gaze upon the outside world. No, her mind demanded,
now is not the time to stop. 
     On and on she walked, until her legs gave way, folding beneath her,
refusing to go another step until the promise of rest had been fulfilled. And
sleep she did, until the scraping noises began. The wind-up torch she was
using had the luxury of never running out of batteries, yet it afforded her
limited illumination. Although inadequate for scanning the tunnels and
caves, she was still able to see the glorious heights and space she was
walking through. Remarkable stalactites grew down from the cave ceilings, 

Joe Haward
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enormous spear-shaped minerals, hanging like frozen teardrops from
despairing forgotten gods. 
      As beautiful as it was, she also knew something stirred among those
natural wonders, hiding and creeping within the shadows. 
Watching? She was sure. 
     Waiting? For what? She didn’t know. Perhaps for hunger to reach its
unbearable heights, the promise of a rare meal suspended by the necessity
to wait as long as possible; for who knows when the next morsel of meat
might appear?
       As such. sleep became disturbed and unpredictable, each and every
noise amplified in her ears, paranoia and anxiety a chorus of screams
warning her of dangers all around. Eventually, however, the scraping
became like white-noise, and one day (or night) Elizabeth fell into a deep and
peaceful sleep, untroubled by her circumstances and dread. 
Since that luxurious sleep she had quickened her pace again, reaching the
steps far sooner than she’d anticipated would be possible (although she’d
had no idea how long it would take, some part of her, near the back of her
subconscious, imagined it would be months, not weeks). But now she was
faced with a decision, and wasn’t sure how she was supposed to navigate it. 
           Sitting down on the floor, she shone the torch over the steps, each one
slick with a dark liquid. Sculpted from the rock all around, the seventeen
steps ran up to a door, it too dripping in the mucilaginous substance that
covered the entire staircase. 
       Aiming the torch closely at the first step, she saw groves and lines
running along each edge, a sign of the traps that lay hidden within. Lace had
once told her all about them, how each step contained mechanisms
designed to kill whomever attempted to climb them. 
 Directing the light to the walls either side, Elizabeth saw that they were rough
and jagged, perhaps offering a place to grip and climb. Yet they too shined
wet, like the stairs and door, slippery, offering no chance to use them. Bone
and broken skulls were strewn everywhere, from the floor where Elizabeth
sat, to a few steps up. 
         She took off her backpack and opened it up, pulling out a bottle. The
warm water was bitter, making her feel slightly nauseous as it hit her
stomach. Swallowing the feeling down, she put the bottle back and
rummaged around in her bag, finding the letter that had led her here.
Unfolding it, the memories of its arrival flooded over her . . .

The Scars of Equilibrium
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Six Weeks Earlier 

“Amy?” Elizabeth called out. “You home?” She put her keys on the kitchen
table and walked through to the bottom of the stairs. “Babe?” 
        Elizabeth’s voice echoed off the walls, silence reverberating back. Making
her way upstairs, she went into the empty bedroom. 
          “Amy?” Stillness greeted Elizabeth’s question. 
      They had met sixteen months ago via a dating site. Initially unsure after
the first date if they were very well suited, Elizabeth had decided to take a risk
and meet Amy a second time. After an evening of far too much wine, and
mouths that hurt from laughter, they seamlessly moved into a relationship
that grew and flourished in ways neither of them could ever have anticipated.
Sure, they sometimes argued—who doesn’t?—but they were happy, really
happy. Living together for nearly six months, Amy had suggested a holiday,
somewhere exotic to celebrate their half-year-moving-in-together-
anniversay. Elizabeth loved the idea, and had gone out early that morning to
get ideas and prices from a variety of travel agents, leaving Amy at home,
sleeping. 
         Elizabeth rang Amy’s phone, which went straight to voicemail. She tried
it again, with the same result. 
         “Where is she?” Elizabered muttered to herself, going back downstairs to
make a drink. It was only then that she noticed the glass of water sitting upon
the kitchen worktop, a single tooth sat within, abnormally enlarged through
the water’s reflection. A line of blood rose from the root, like a bright red
balloon string, waiting to be held.
      Frozen for a moment, Elizabeth turned her head, aware that someone
could be in the house. Holding her breath, straining to hear any unfamiliar
noises, waiting for a movement that would alert her of danger, all remained
still. 
       Slowly making her way to the countertop, she saw a piece of paper, its
edge resting underneath the glass. Her name was written on the front,
elegant cursive writing that somehow elevated the paper beyond the
ordinary. Elizabeth already knew who it was from. Sliding it out, she opened
the page, 

The Scars of Equilibrium

Dear Elizabeth, 
How long has it been? I have taken Amy as insurance. You know the way to the Door.
You are your mother's daughter. 
Yours, 
Lace 
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       Elizabeth placed the note down, and sunk onto the floor. She knew this
day would come, where destiny and the Door would finally collide, yet part of
her had once hoped, with the kind of delusions reserved for religious
worshippers, that maybe things would be different. But there was no
escaping her calling, and Amy was now caught up in her mess. 
     She ran upstairs and pulled the bed away from the wall. Tearing the
wallpaper away, she revealed a small door. Opening it up, she pulled out a
stack of money, a fake passport, and a map.
After packing what she needed, thirty minutes later Elizabeth was in her car
on the way to the airport to get the first flight she could find to Ecuador. 

Present Day 

       Elizabeth stood up at the sound of the creature’s approach. It’s form was
withheld from her understanding to begin with, but then obsidian mist gave
way to sparks and flashes of light, settling into a deep red glow that audibly
hummed in her ears. 
      “Hello, Elizabeth,” it said, words gliding, almost melodic, from an invisible
mouth. The face (if it could be called a face), shifted and spun, a multiplicity of
colors converging and changing, shape, light and shadow stretching and
shrinking across the round head. “Who are you?” Elizabeth replied. 
       “I am Noorahm.” 
       “Have you come to kill me?” 
       “Perhaps.” 
       “Are you waiting for what I might do before you decide?” 
      Noorahm seemed to grow slightly, its cloaked body getting taller. “I am.”
“Will you help me?” 
       “The Door is beyond my reach.” 
       “But it is within mine,” Elizabeth said. 
       Noorahm remained silent. 
       Elizabeth continued. “How do I get up these steps?” 
       “The same way anything is achieved in this world; blood,” Noorahm said.
       “My mother told me once that blood was the only way to freedom.” 
       “I am sure. Your mother knows a great deal.” 
      Elizabeth winced, unable to hide how deeply her mother’s betrayal still
ran. “Whose blood do I need?” 

The Scars of Equilibrium
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          “Mine,” Noorahm replied. 
        “So you exist in these caves as a guardian? Stopping anyone reaching
the door?” “In some ways, yes, but in others, no. People are free to walk the
steps. I will never stop them. But, as you can see, the power that binds the
steps will not let them get far. Therefore, in other ways, I am not a guardian.
But, if my blood is scattered upon the steps, then its powers will be rendered
useless. That said, my blood is something I guard closely.” 
    Elizabeth swore the patterns and shapes on Noorahm formed into
something like a smile at that moment. 
       Turning to look at the steps once more, she then looked back at Noorahm.   
“So my options are attempting the stairs, and dying, going home, and
someone I love dying, or trying to get your blood?” 
         “And dying,” Noorahm said. 
        Elizabeth nodded, and sighed. Everywhere that she followed her mother,
blood always ended up being spilt. 
      Stepping to the side, the steps directly behind her, Elizabeth raised her
hands, her palms facing Noorahm. She stood, silently, waiting. Noorahm
gently glided forwards, closing the gap between them, its form and shape
changing as they did so. Thick red tentacles emerged from beneath the
bottom of its cloak, snaking up. The head peeled back, collapsing like a hood,
as bloodied spikes emerged, hundreds of them, twisting together in random
shapes, dripping and growing, reaching out towards Elizabeth. One of
Noorahm’s tentacles flew out with tremendous speed wrapping around
Elizabeth’s wrist, pulling her forwards. Elizabeth showed no signs of fight or
fear, allowing herself to be wrapped with further tentacles—round her waist
and legs—lifting her from the ground, raising her up, ready to impale her
upon the spikes from its head. 
         A burst of light erupted from Elizabeth’s hands, heat and fire exploding,
the sound of combustion ricocheting off the walls around them. Noorahm’s
tentacles disintegrated, turning to dust within the blink of an eye, strangling
melodic screams echoing across the cave. Elizabeth landed on her feet,
grabbed Noorahm around the waist, spun around, and released, sending the
creature backwards. It fell, landing on the steps, and coming to a rest. 
     Elizabeth could see its chest rising and falling, labored breaths as it
remained still. Then, without warning, Noorahm’s entire body exploded, thick
red blood flying everywhere, spraying up the steps, covering the walls, and
striking the door.  

The Scars of Equilibrium
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        After a few moments, the sound of dripping was all that could be heard.
Elizabeth walked over to the steps. They were drenched in Noorahm’s blood.
Taking a deep breath, she placed her foot on the first step, and began to
climb. 
      One. 
      Two. 
      Three. 
       Four. 
       Five. 
       Six. 
       Seven.
       Eight. 
       Nine. 
       Ten. 
       Eleven. 
       Twelve. 
       Thirteen. 
       Fourteen. 
       Fifteen. 
       Sixteen… 
   Elizabeth paused, looking at her feet, depth of wonder and surprise
cascading over her. How long had it been since she had seen her mother?
What would her life look like once she stepped through the door? Did she
really want this? Did she have a choice? Raising her eyes to the door, she
took the final step. 
       Seventeen. 
    The door opened, and a rush of wind threatened to knock her over. Yet,
paradoxically, it suddenly inversed, lifting her up, and pulling her in. Elizabeth
flew through the door as thunder resounded in her ears, lightning flashed all
around her, her body spinning in the air, arms flailing, unable to grasp hold of
anything to steady herself. 
      The wind then died down with the same speed at which it had arrived, and
Elizabeth landed roughly onto the ground. Breathing hard, she sat up and
rubbed her eyes, regaining her focus. It was then that she realized she was
home. 
    “Hello, Elizabeth,” a voice said from behind, the sound underneath the
words like the crackling of electricity.

The Scars of Equilibrium
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         Elizabeth stood up, and turned around. “Hello, Leianya.” 
        Leianya smiled, her eyes flashing, blue lines of electricity running across
her body. “Please, Elizabeth, call me mother.” 
        Elizabeth stared at her mother, and then at Lace—tall, slender, and pale—
who was standing to the side. “If you’ve hurt Amy, Lace, I will kill you.” 
      His face didn’t register any emotion to Elizabeth’s threat, simply bowing
his head slightly in acknowledgement. 
        “So,” Elizabeth began, “I’m here.” 
       “All of this was yours,” Leianya said, stretching out her arms and spinning
around. Elizabeth looked from her mother to the surroundings. She couldn’t
deny its splendor. From their position high up, Leianya’s kingdom stretched
out far beyond sight and imagination. Off in the distance mountains floated,
great trails of water and plant life cascading down to the ground all the way
from their majestic peaks. Elizabeth looked to her left and saw the great
ocean, Thyratiris, its waters shimmering with perpetual gold. The purple sky
flashed with lightning, mirroring Leianya in her constant form. 
Elizabeth turned her attention back to her mother. “I never wanted Esphesos
to be mine.” “Something I will never understand,” Leianya said. 
      “I want Amy, and then to leave so I can go back to my life, away from
here.” Leianya smiled. “Of course you do. But you have debts to pay. It is not
as simple as you wish it to be, daughter. Your actions had consequences.
Here, let me show you.” Leianya put her hands together, then drew them
apart, a deep orange glow forming in the space between. Light sparked
within the glow, then, as Leianya pulled her hands further apart, a perfect
sphere formed, growing into the size of Elizabeth, smooth and shiny. An
image appeared within it, like a spherical, 3D television screen. Images of
earthquakes throughout Esphesos filled the orb, as homes collapsed, people
fled, and the land shook. 
      “When you killed your father, the land suffered greatly,” Leianya said.
“There are always consequences to death, my daughter, especially here.” 
         Elizabeth stepped round the glowing orb and held her mother’s gaze.
“He hurt me, Leianya, beating me to within an inch of my life. His death was
an act of self-defense.” She paused, tears now falling. 
         “Year after year you had always defended him over me, an act of betrayal
I will never forgive. But then you never really did care much for me, did you?” 
   Leianya lowered her eyes and turned away. “Regardless of the
circumstances, his death ruptured the balance of Esphesos, leaving us
vulnerable. You alone have what is required to restore equilibrium, and, once
it has been achieved, then you may leave.” “And if I refuse?” 
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     “Then Amy’s life will be taken as a settlement of the debt,” Leianya said,
looking off towards Thyratiris. 
      Elizabeth knew Leianya meant it, and that finding Amy, and getting her
out, would be impossible. Only Leianya knew the fullness of Esphesos. So
much of it remained a mystery to everyone else, places hidden, illusions of
reality shifting and relocating. Amy’s whereabouts would take decades to
uncover, time she simply didn’t have. 
        Approaching her mother, Elizabeth drew alongside, and whispered. “So
you want me to give my life in exchange for Amy?” 
     Leianya looked at Elizabeth. “That is exactly what I’m asking of you,
daughter; to stay, rule by my side for three years, absorbing the pain and
chaos of Esphesos as only you can, until  such time that things have returned
to the state they once were. Then you may leave. Granted, it will cost you, but
that is the price.” 
        Elizabeth stared out at Thyratiris with her mother, the beauty of its waters
still breathtaking. For a moment she wondered if she could kill her mother, or
even kill herself, but suspected neither of those things were even possible.
Her father (step-father in actuality) was mainly human, a man consumed by
his lack of power, bitter to the end. His death had always been possible. But
Elizabeth knew the same rules didn’t apply to her or her mother here in
Ephesos, as pure blood Ephesosians; the rules were always different here. 
        Turning around, she walked off without saying another word, knowing
that Amy would now be safe, waking up tomorrow morning, in her own bed,
with no recollection of the previous six weeks. Elizabeth hoped Amy wouldn’t
forget about her. 
      Descending the Great Staircase that led into the heart of Esphesos,
Elizabeth consigned herself to a destiny she had never chosen, nor wanted,
yet had no other choice but to walk. The lightning flashed around her, striking
her with every step, scorching her body, burning lines that scarred her arms
and face. Still she walked, consuming the chaos of Esphesos, allowing
herself to surrender entirely, the face and vision of Amy, of one day being
reunited with her, the hope that drove her on. 
           Leianya watched on as her daughter made her way down, absorbing
the lightning, being changed, irrevocably, seeing the new power now surging
through her only child. She absently rubbed the scars on her own arm, a
single tear tracing its way down her cheek.
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Flashbacks

Someone I used 
to know
said the key to moving 
forward
is not looking 
back
 
Sometimes the past insists
like the jolt of a dream that can’t be 
shaken, shocking out reality
in flashes
all day
like
of
 
your skin, soft and tan
(tattooed)
your face when you sang 
(pained)
your hands searching for wings on my back
(never found)
how it felt when you told me i was an angel
(like love)
the way you smelled like unfamiliar warmth
(an Italian restaurant)
the book you left me in the rain
(blank and soggy)
how it felt when you read my words
(like terror)
and told me i was nothing
(                )
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I know better than to dwell
where I won’t 
go again
but sometimes not 
looking back beckons
the past to look 
right
at
me
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A Version of Fire

The old ones tell many tales of thunder and lightning. Our modern
perceptions, arrogant and addicted to sense, rationalise this and say, ‘they
just didn’t have the ability to understand things as we now do. They, being
confused by the power and the light in the sky and the drum roll of thunder
behind it, became frightened like children and made up stories to protect
themselves from monsters under the bed - or in this instance, in the sky. But
we know better’. There is, however, one tale, which even modernity cannot
erase. The story of Lightning and her Sisters, who raise their children
together in a valley far above our heads. During a storm, the cousins would
leave their home and dance through the sky, chasing each other, hiding in
clouds and not listening to their mothers, who would run after them shouting
so loud as to sound like drums. These mischievous children of light excited
by escaping their elders would run as far towards the horizon on their forked
electric feet as possible, never heeding the danger of tripping on mountain
tops or tall trees and falling to the Earth. It is said that when Lightning's
children fall from the sky and hit the ground, they are transformed into
people and have hardly any memory of their life before. But some
knowledge, being stubborn, will remain. Sadly they will not understand it and
they will be forced to live as humans on Earth until they die a natural death,
when they will be invited back into the heavens to rejoin their immortal
siblings.

I can’t remember when I realised my parents weren’t like yours or you
know…normal, in all the ways that a child thinks important. I suppose every
child feels this way. But for me, it went beyond dad’s refusal to admit his
terrible dancing verged on the edge of being traumatic, or that mum didn’t
realise that she sang all the time, under her breath, but just loud enough to
distract. There was something that went beyond this though, something
always something on the edges of all their idiosyncrasies, something always
on the tip of their tongues. Some secret I imagined they had agreed never to
tell me or couldn’t tell me, which weighed so heavily on the trust and
adoration they nested me in, that at times I could visibly see the strain of it
crushing in on them. And still, they never told.
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They didn’t have friends, not in the way you or I may have, you know people
with whom you enjoy spending time, with whom you laugh and relax. With
whom you can peel off the coat and mask you wear for the unfriendly world
and swim around in your authenticity. No, they didn’t have that. But they had
each other and they had me and as that trite and awful plaque in our kitchen
said I suppose, they had everything. 

I know exactly where my parents came from, even though they never
brought it up. They never pointed it out on maps or the globe a neighbour had
bought me for a birthday (I can’t remember which). I lived in the quiet
certainty that they didn’t come from ‘here’, wherever ‘here’ happened to be
at the time. They never spoke of a place before the many homes I remember
us living in. At least, they never spoke to me. I was about 7 when I first
realised that after putting me to bed, my parents sat up together talking to
each other about ‘before me’, in details and a language that seemed so
fragmented and ridiculous, that I think I assumed they were reading extracts
from a fantasy book out loud or recounting some ludicrous film they had
seen. By 10, I had gotten so good at listening without being noticed that I was
able to keep a little collection of all the clues I had collected, written in my
spiderleg sprawl of handwriting in the pink pixie notebook I had won at a
local raffle. This is where I need you to trust me, because this is going to
sound…well, I’m just going to need you to believe me, even if it’s just for now,
even if it’s just while you’re reading this.

You see my parents come from the East, not a country and not even the
compass direction. From what I can gather, ‘East’ is the mythical home of the
Sun. Now you and I know the Sun lives at the centre of our solar system, but
forget science for a minute, forget logic and sense and rational thinking. Can
you do that for me? Thank you. So, some ancient cultures believe the Sun to
have birthed all the bright and fantastic things we humans enjoy, like fire and
volcanoes and the colour red and gold and…and lightning. See, this is where
I’ll need you to stay in your seat. I promise, I’ll try my best to make it make
sense.

When alone (as I mentioned before), my parents spoke in a language I did
not understand. My darling Julie’s parents are from Paraguay and she says
she was forced to learn Spanish. She explains to me that even though she
isn’t in any way fluent, her basic understanding means she didn’t feel left out
when her relatives would visit or when they would go back home for
holidays. 
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This is what struck me - my parents kept their language to themselves,
because they knew that I will never be near cousins or ‘go back home’. My
parents left East and never intended to return, at least, not with me.

One night, around the time I was 11, I was under the covers, unable to sleep. I
could hear them talking downstairs. My father had been agitated all day at
the news of a thunderstorm. That was the first time I remember thinking, “he
always is”: always like a beetle at the news of thunder and lightning, scuttling
around in some nervous state, speaking fast and not caring that his
sentences were unintelligible. And realising this was like a stone being
dropped into the pit of my stomach, heavy and certain, because it tied so
many things together. Ever since I was very little, my dad would await
lighting like an old friend was coming to visit. He would be distant all day,
faraway in his thoughts and with a half smile on his face that wasn’t for us,
and he would hum disjointed melodies under his breath. Then moments
before the storm was expected, he would stop whatever he was doing , drag
a chair to the window of our flat, and just sit for hours. Julia was sleeping over
once when a sudden storm rolled into town. We must have been about 13.
She watched my dad go through his usual routine and I, without realising,
said “oh don’t worry about him, there must be a storm coming. He’s always
like this before a storm”. My parents both turned and looked at me, my dad
unable to hide the glace of guilt in his eyes, as though I had uncovered his
hidden origins or happened upon his secret stash of porn. “There hasn’t been
anything about a storm on the weather,'' Julia quizzed. In a patronising
(condescending) way, I laughed and told her to wait and see. That evening,
moments after he pulled his chair to the window, an almighty storm hit. Rain,
wind, hailstones, the works…and of course, lighting. Lightning so bright that it
filled the sky, casting shadows on the ground in a perfect imitation of the Sun.
Dad sat, stupid grin, hazy, slurring words. A fool, just soaking it all in.

I think of him like this a lot. I also think about how mum took over his storm
watching after he was gone. He died and disappeared as if he had never
been. And the worst part of it was that, beside me and mum, no-one had any
recollection of him. I would mention his name to Julia and she would shake
her head, while looking at me with the mild concern she displayed when I
showed her my trick with the thin string of electricity which I could dangle
between my fingers like a ribbon of spit. She didn’t understand it (in truth I
didn’t either. But mine is not to reason why…), why it fizzed and glowed like
that, but she was sure I was trying to trick her in some way and she didn’t like
it. 
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This distrust, this look of suspicion is how she greets my mentions of dad, a
person who disappeared from this Earth, as though he had never been. The
person whose name mum mumbles now as she sits in his chair during the
thunderstorm while tears roll down her cheeks.

When she is gone, I imagine she will disappear too. I think so anyway. And
what of me…one day, will Julia wake up and not find me by her side in bed?
She hasn’t listened to my stories, she waves away my wild theories. She
won’t know to look for me during a storm. She won’t know that we ever were,
in love. I might be some kind of dream she vaguely remembers having as a
child, but nothing more. Or maybe (the optimist in me says), being born here
on Earth and never having been East, I’m more anchored in human
existence and may live to grow old with the woman I love and if I should go
first and get taken back into the Palaces of Lightning and her Sisters, maybe
she’ll remember all the crazy things I’ve told her and even though she
doesn’t fully accept that such things can really exist, maybe Julia will draw
her chair to the window during a storm and stare at the lightning long
enough to see a shape she intuitively recognises without knowing why and
she’ll smile and blow me a kiss and know that I never once lied to her.
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magnolia

I.
I wish I could get rid of the perfume bottle that you left on my bedside table. I
couldn’t bring my heart to let my hands smash it to the floor, throw it through
my car window, or flush the liquid into the toilet bowl.
Unfortunately, it is the only sweet thing left that I can hold close to my chest—
without hurting my head with venom spitted from your tongue.
 
II.
The sweet, flowery scent still excites me; I would spray to my pillow, silently
cursing myself of how I would be restless without inhaling its fume. I almost
could feel your thumb stroking the back of my neck, sparks, and jolts
crawling to my spine. My body would betray me, being awake with shudders,
followed by goosebumps and hitched breaths. My lips would quiver, my
teeth vibrate— as if I walked outside in winter without a coat— while my
teardrops soaked to linen, blended with magnolia scent.
You didn’t know how horrifying it was to lose control of our past; masked as
shockwave. It is cruel of you to plant the sweetest memories all over my
body but your tongue never reciprocates my withering affection.
 
III.
You would come around with that flowery odor, hugging me tight with my
chin laid on top of your shoulder; to conceal those rancorous jabs to my
chest. My heart was accustomed to giving you forgiveness but now all of my
‘I love you’s tied under my tongue, tucked under my bed, and crossed out in
my diary entries. It took me many moons to dissolve your scent trail, cutting
off my nerve impulses to touch the perfume bottle; away from my fragile
mind.
Now you can come back, face me for the last time— before I crash to the
hardest wall you’ve ever built— so I can lose you completely, and the
memories of sweet magnolia never take over me.
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a recall of my dream about riding bicycles
(although I can’t do it in real life)

 

It was just me, my younger sister, and her boyfriend against the wind, the
traffic, the whole world. Just us, momentarily escaping demands of the
capitalistic society, borrowing the power of the wind to blow out hair and
tears away, pedaling as hard as we can, zooming through roads, pavements,
short cuts, until we reached a quiet spot at the beach walk.
 
“On your left!” yelled my sister— taking a reference from her favorite Marvel
movie that I kept failing to remember. She would say this as a cue for her to
ride past me. I believe it was her natural desire to be at the front that was the
main factor of her always wanting to be at the front of our little pack; riding a
bit too far from us, looking out for vehicles before giving us a go signal. 
 
Her boyfriend was her biggest cheerleader, responding to every single
exclamation of his beloved while tailing right behind her. They never knew
how our escapades have pulled me out from whatever mental bricks I’ve
had on my shoulders. Or at least I could drop those bricks on my porch for a
couple of hours.
 
We went every day after school, each time felt like we were on a mission;
chasing the last break of sunset light. We would speed up as if the cracks of
earth behind were rapidly crumbling down. You could hear the shrieks of our
chains and the squeaks of our saddles, painting the quiet evening. We would
shout “Go! Go!” or “Forward, go faster!” as if we were a team of professional
cyclists on a Tour de France, giving the last bit of encouragement before any
of our torsos touched the imaginary red ribbon. 
 
We pant, chest heaved, throats dried, tongues out; vaguely could taste our
sweat from cupid’s bow as we cooled down, controlling our breath to steady.
I could feel blood washing back upwards, a deep pang on the crown of my
head, comparable to muted gong note to finish it off.
 
And we would come back again. And again and again and again and again.
Same result, same rush, same pang, same cycle of physically demanding
reverie. Chasing the thrill, escaping the reality, until my brain shook me off
and I woke up with endorphins flushed away from my legs. The mental
bricks that were left once, were back cramming to my shoulders. 
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Sparky

It’s something how someone so little in your life can make or break you. I’m
sure you have no idea what I’m talking about, but I’ll get there. 
      Sparky lived in the middle of nowhere, I know that’s cliche, but it’s the
truth. Nowhere might be an understatement. He lived in between two dirt
roads in a patch of dense woods even hikers didn’t frequent. His house, more
of a shack really, was pulled together from salvaged materials. Craigslist,
Free Cycle, the side of the road or wherever else he could get the materials
and supplies to make the thing work. You see, Sparky didn’t have a job,
hadn’t had one because he had other things. These things hangout with him
and he had no need for a job because they kept him occupied, if that’s what
you want to call it. 
      The house though, was really something, for something that was built
from nothing. Recycled pallets started the frame, they were hammered
together with found nails in the bottoms of boxes on the side of the road or
ones that had popped out of this barn or maybe that doghouse. Molding,
miscut or warped beyond recognition paper thin plywood sealed the whole
place in. He was pretty handy and used heavy rocks to fix some of the warp,
stacked wood wouldn’t and he sprayed at the mold constantly with vinegar
he filched from a nearby pantry. He’d heard vinegar was good for everything
and that hadn’t steered him wrong yet. He stuffed borrowed hay in the walls
to keep it warm in there and that worked well, even in the coldest of
conditions. 
       The shingles were cut up tires and tin cans pounded flat and any other
bits of glinting metal or slick rubber he could find on the sides of the main
roads or tossed deep into the woods where nobody would find them. The sun
would either reflect off the smattering of greens, reds, blues and silvers or
would disappear inside that black rubber. He doubled the panes in the
windows by hammering together two frames sandwiched around glass 
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bottles he’d found; most of the heat escapes from the windows as everyone
knows. The door to the place was reinforced plywood, cut with those same
pallets and slapped together with some barn boards that were dry enough
for him, even though the farmer was still waiting on them. The moss began
to grow up the sides of the house even before it was finished, like it had
always been there. 
        Most of the stuff was easy, siphoning rainwater or getting it from a nearby
stream and boiling it off. Composting toilets didn’t really have to look like a
toilet and his looked like a bucket that he dumped into a larger bucket for later
fertilization of the garden he’d begun from seeds pocketed at large box
stores. 
       Utilities weren’t something Sparky was interested in, or at least interested
in paying for. Plenty of people had extension cords in barns and on porches,
some even used them to run heaters for waterers in chicken coops to make
sure the water for the birds didn’t freeze. It wasn’t hard for Sparky to gather
thousands of feet of extension cords and not draw a lot of attention to
himself. I think you’re getting to why I’m calling him Sparky at this point and
that’s good. With the amount of extension cords he’d picked up; he could run
them along under leaves and between trees and buried in pine needles and
across rocks until he found an unsuspecting helper. No one really paid much
attention to one extra cord or counts the number of outlets being used in a
certain space and it was easy enough for Sparky to get his hot plate plugged
into this extension cord, which cut through forests and connected with the
Miller’s barn. His lamps and radio would plug into a surge protector he’d
found and weave snakelike to the Carter’s house, an outside outlet that was
often used for tools during sparsely started renovations. A space heater he
got off Free Cycle–a lucky find–ran a serpentine path to the Beauregards. 
       Basically, all of Sparky’s needs were taken care of with no expenses of his
own. He was sure nobody would notice a couple extra bucks on their
monthly bill, just as they hadn’t noticed the extra plug into one of their outlets,
people had too much going on to think much about these things and that
worked just fine for Sparky. 
     I’m back to where we started and really coincidence is all it is. Sparky
picked that spot and obtained those extension cords and plugged them into
those specific outlets. When we think about it that way, isn’t it all just
coincidence. 
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For one family though, the Jones family, that coincidence cost them their
house. Who would have thought that the extra plug into that surge protector
and just trying to squeeze one more item on it by the family might lead to a
fire that chased them from their beds in the early morning? The house was
rural, as all the ones in this area are and it took the fire department a little
longer to get out there and the house was already lapping flames into the
sky, more fire than building at that point. Of course, the wire burned and
frayed and there was no trace or lead to Sparky, just a fluke accident was
how it played out in the papers and police reports and all that. 
      Sparky went on living his life, just a little inconvenienced that his coffee pot
was on the fritz and he’d need to get a new one. It wasn’t too much of a fret
for him though because people upcycle those all the time and leave the old
ones that are almost new on the side of the road. He wasn’t distraught when
the new one didn’t work and obtained another cord to run to the newly built
neighbor’s house, all was good for Sparky and his abode in the woods, just
sipping coffee and enjoying nature with the buzzing conversation of his
woven tapestry of extension cords to keep him company. 
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The Wire

I remember the first time I saw that bird up there on that wire. It was a sunny
day and I don’t have much else to do but look out the window and there isn’t
much to see but those poles and that wire strung between them. The birds
seem to settle so gently up there, like they fit just right or something. I always
wondered what their view was looking back this way or if they could see
clear across town and see what Ole’ Harris is doing way over at the general
store or if Cory Barnam’s house needs a new roof on the other side of the
town or what.
       We're mostly flatlanders, at least that’s what people in the hills call us and
I always thought that bird up there would have a little better view than we
can get down here. One day I thought I might just climb up the pole and sit
on the wire with the bird. I wondered what it would feel like to catch that
gentle breeze and maybe it’d stay with its black feathers and sit with me for a
while. The house gets a little lonely from time to time. My dad stays out late
and my mom leaves early and everyone’s schedule seems to be so busy
with things going on in this quiet town that I’m just here watching those birds
on that wire. I useta have a lot less time on my hands, but when they had to
let me go down at the general store, I’ve been home a lot more. They said I
was a good guy and all and they were just downsizing, but I’ve seen the extra
people when I make my way down there, even if it isn’t too often these days.
I get a few looks and wonder if there was something I was missing. 
     Birds don’t have troubles like jobs or looks from people that seem like
there’s something wrong when you’re not sure if there’s something wrong.
Anyways, I wondered if the bird’s feet kept them from shocks and all that
because I was always told if a wire goes down in a storm to stand clear
because it might be alive. I wonder if I’d get a shock if I went up there and sat
with the birds because I wouldn’t want that, you know; I’m just really wanting
the view and the air. I got a little interested and climbed up the pole one day. I
started hitting the box a little with a hammer, thinking I might slow down the
volts or something.
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     I’m not sure if I softened those volts at all, but thought if I wore some
protection, I’d be alright. I suited up my arms with those big rubber gloves
we’ve always used for doing dishes and threw on my mucking boots. I
figured a little extra rubber and protection never hurt. I walked out of the
house, saw that sun shining like it does and those crows sitting on the wire
like they do and knew this was the day I’d been waiting for. I didn’t work at
the general store anymore and I didn’t see my dad and mom much and
people gave me those looks from time to time when I went in town or a little
close to the store, but I had the birds and soon I’d have the view that would
make everyone want to be me, envy I think that’s called. Yeah, I’d be the
envy of the town, they’d all want the view from the wire like I had with all
those birds and the wind in my hair. It’d be something special, something
really special out on that wire. 
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Like Lightning

"Naomi,” Levi called, nervousness ringing in his tone, “what are we doing out
here?”
      Naomi exhaled loudly in response, her hands on her hips as she
examined the tall, electric fence in front of them. There was a sign nailed to
the metal, with the words “CAUTION: HIGH VOLTAGE FENCE. DO NOT CLIMB”.
            “We’re going to climb this fence.”
 Levi wasn’t even surprised anymore. Naomi was one of the most daring
people he had ever encountered in his brief life of sixteen years. She was the
type of person who mountain climbs and bungee jumps. He was the kind of
person who pees himself in bed after watching a horror movie.
            “No, we are not.”
            Naomi tilted her head, a devilish smile on her face. “Why not?”
         “Are you blind? That thing has actual electricity running through it. I’m
not about to get barbecued by a stupid fence.” How did Naomi think she was
going to climb the electrical fence without getting zapped to death?
         “Ah see, but here’s the good part,” Naomi grinned, waving her hand at
the fence. Levi’s breath caught at how close her fingers were to the metal.
“Electricity stops running through this every twelve minutes for one minute.
We climb over this fence in that time window and bam, we arrive safely on
the other side.”
         Levi stared at her. Why was he friends with her again? “Are you out of
your mind?”
           “Nope,” Naomi winked. “Just taking risks.” She leaned her ear as close
to the fence as if she could hear the silent crackling of electricity buzzing
through the fence. If Levi leaned it just close enough (which is not very
close), he could almost hear it too.
        “According to my watch,” Naomi said, glancing down at the trinket
around her wrist. “We have fifteen seconds until this thing stops being a
human fryer. Okay, in ten…”
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         Levi whirled around to face her, his eyes bulging. “Wait, we’re doing it
right now?”
             “Six… make your decision quick, Levi… four…”
      “Can’t we just go home and make a sandwich or something?” Levi
pleaded.
            “Two… CLIMB LEVI CLIMB!”
          Naomi was up the fence before Levi could say anything. His heart leaped
into his throat as he watched his best friend scale the fence like a sneaky
lizard. He could feel his heart pump nervously to the ticking seconds.
           Fifty-five, fifty-four, fifty-three, fifty-two…
           “Naomi!” Levi exclaimed when she lost her footing.
         “Chill! I just slipped,” Naomi shrugged as best as she could while hanging
from the fence.
              Forty-seven, forty-six…
          Soon enough, Naomi reached the top of the fence. She climbed down
the other side with a content, tranquil look on her face, as if she wasn’t trying
to climb down an electric fence. She grinned at Levi from the other side. A
bead of sweat trickled down the side of her face and her coppery brown hair
was tangled in small, wild curls, but Levi still thought she looked pretty.
              Wait, what?
            Naomi suddenly stumbled and dropped to the ground on her feet. She
teetered and fell forward against the fence, rattling it. Levi jolted, worried that
the electricity came back on, and attacked Naomi with high voltage. But she
lifted her head with a broad, toothy smile, and he knew everything was
alright.
              “Come here,” she said breathlessly.
              Not everything was alright.
              “W-what do you mean? I’m not going over that thing,” Levi refused.
             “I made it over here in less than thirty seconds, which means you have
enough time to get your butt here. Come on!”
             “I can’t climb this fence in less than one minute!”
             “Levi, come on!”
         He didn’t know what prompted him to climb over the fence. All he
wanted to do was to curse Naomi out for sneaking him out of the house for
this dangerous excursion. He couldn’t. She looked too happy.
               Screw this.
               Levi began climbing the fence. His internal clock ticked on.
               Thirty, twenty-nine, twenty-eight…
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               “Yay, Levi!” Naomi cheered. “You can do this!”
             He wasn’t sure. His palms were damp and his fingers were slipping on
the metal.
              Twenty-two, twenty-one…
          He was barely halfway through. His heart weakened. What if he didn’t
make it? Was he going to die because of some electric fence that clearly
warned him that it was an electric fence with high amounts of voltage
running through it?
              Levi’s hands slipped. His breath shivered.
             “Levi. Hey. Look at me.”
              Shakily, he turned his eyes towards her. Black against brown.
           “You can do this,” she poked his forehead through the fence. “I believe
in you.”
        Levi nodded, renewed with energy. He scaled up the fence faster,
ignoring his sweaty palms.
              Sixteen, fifteen, fourteen…
           He was about three-quarters there. His heart was hammering against
his sternum so quickly he was sure it was about to drill a hole outside his
chest.
             Ten, nine…
          “Hurry!” Naomi said, sounding slightly urgent, though not urgent enough
to suggest that it was a life-or-death decision.
          “Almost,” Levi breathed, reaching the top of the fence.
           Five
           Four
          Three—
          He was on top of the fence now. He could hear the buzzing coming back.
 “JUMP, LEVI, JUMP!”
         At the last second, Levi jumped from the fence, his arms outstretched
like a bird in flight. He could feel his eyes widen as if he was in slow motion.
He could feel gravity pulling his weight down headfirst. Towards Naomi.
 He closed his eyes and braced himself as he collided with the girl with a
terrified oof. They both rolled to the floor, a tangle of messy limbs. Levi’s heart
was beating so fast he could feel his pulse everywhere on his body. He
glanced up to see if Naomi was alright, not surprised to see that she was
laughing freely.
          “I told you you’d make it,” She said from where she lay crushed under
his weight. “You were quick to climb and jump. Like lightning.”
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         Naomi sat up so fast she knocked her head against Levi’s forehead.
Before he could react, she lunged forward to wrap her arms around his
shoulders. He wanted to yell at her for almost getting him killed, but she was
laughing, and soon he was laughing too.
           “So,” Levi said as soon as Naomi pulled away. “What did you bring me
here for?”
            Naomi smiled and glanced at the expanse of land before them, on the
unknown side of the fence. “I guess we’ll see.”
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Eye of the Storm

Too heavy to stand, you fold into the ceramic bathtub—angle yourself awkwardly,
ninety degrees from normal. An umbilical hose tangles around you. You aim the
scalding jets at your stomach, watch as they ricochet like hail stones—sting—and
wash away nothing. 

You wring out a single tear, dissatisfied but hollow. You press the smooth side of
the showerhead against one eye socket and then the other.

*
You check three different forecasts. All predict thunderstorms. You go anyway and
are disappointed by little more than a shower.

Forests fascinate you: the messages purportedly transmitted through root
networks at one third of an inch per second. You survey trees centuries old and
imagine gusts strong enough to uproot all of them. Imagine it happening all too
quickly to raise the alarm.

You picture a silenced phone ringing and ringing and ringing.
*

Immersed in fiction, you bolt up two flights of stairs, slamming shut the skylight
thirty minutes too late. Beads of water congregate along the wooden frame.
Glistening trails mimic tear-stained cheeks as the rivulets stream down pallid walls.

Night comes and one half of the mattress remains sodden. You’ve little choice but
to lie on his side, forced to solemnly acknowledge its emptiness before filling it.

*
Spiced ceremonial cacao is served in hand thrown stoneware. Drip glazed. They
claim you’ll feel elevated but it’s difficult to believe.

You bathe in vibrations with an open heart, your savasana interrupted by gasped
breaths and a steady beep—beep—beep. A clangour of noise and blurred motion
erupts, with you and he both—at the centre of all of it—splayed in absolute stillness.

The music builds to its climax and ends abruptly: flatlines. Then there is just silence. 

Laura Dobson
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Live Feed From Sun

We live through connection—electrical communion.  
Signals relayed—commands cast into space
impulses sparked—delayed by the vast distance
between us                    the dark                it takes little more than 
8 minutes by clock for us to connect—given little more than 
490 seconds for me to reach you, all of me. Do you receive 
me, clearly? Am I coming through for you? 
178 release mechanisms between us. I fear 
I will lose touch—the signal silenced when we become 
separate—forced apart by spinning planets & moons 
equatored in indifference. There is no failsafe 
if I lose you. I orbit blindly, reaching out flailing 
with ever sensor, hoping you ping me 
back to life—command me back to being 
useful. Call me to the discoveries I’m designed for. 

An ekphrastic for the NASA Parker Solar Probe & 
James Webb Space Telescope

Adrian Dallas Frandle
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Men on the Wire

        The whirring noise of the helicopter neared Jade on his left, letting him know
that the pilot was ready to take him and his partner back to the base after they’d
spent an hour repairing the overhead power lines. Unfortunately, the increasing
need for electric current wouldn’t allow taking lines out of service—not even for
much-needed maintenance. Safely isolated, 35 feet above the ground, Jade sat like
a bird on a wire and tugged on the harness around his waist before unstrapping
himself from the line. His friend was already climbing his way to the helicopter
platform, his hot suit sheltering him from the wind just as it had protected him from
the electricity moments before.  
        At 33, Jade had five years’ experience working as a high voltage power line
repairman under his belt, and he’d worked with several people who’d quickly
decided the job wasn’t for them. That had not been the case with his current
partner, assigned to work with him six months prior. Keelian had displayed far
greater linework skills than social ones, but despite the communication challenges
posed by working in the deafening roar of helicopter blades, their friendship had
still managed to bloom at a steady pace.
       Yet Jade wanted more. For months now, he had wished to know what secrets
lay behind the eyes of the 28-year-old guy who’d been doing his job to perfection,
whilst also glancing at Jade with the intensity of a man starved. Despite the
crackling tension between them, Keelian had never made a move, and neither had
Jade. Maybe today he could change that. 
        Working so high above the ground meant not only trusting a colleague to do the
job right, it also meant trusting them with your life. For the first time in years, Jade
was working with someone who instilled that confidence in him. He leaned forward
to grasp Keelian’s extended hand as the man stood on the helicopter platform.
Upright on the pylon Jade swayed, knocked off balance by a strong gust of wind. He
glanced down and the ground seemed to open its maw beneath him, looking for a
moment as if it were a thousand miles away. Whoa, fuck. Cold sweat broke out on
his back.
        Just then, in a quick move, Keelian’s strong hands caught his waist and pulled
him onto the platform attached to the side of the helicopter. Jade found himself
face-to-face with his friend, separated by mere inches, his heart in his throat, his
body tense. 
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       The man’s eyes blew wide as he mouthed, ‘You’re ok, I’ve got you,’ and
tightened his hold. 
         Jade nodded, released a ragged breath, and felt his face flush from relief as
much as the unexpected proximity. Placing his hands on Keelian’s elbows for
balance, he held on as the man signalled the pilot that they were ready to head back
to the base.
       The steadying thrum of the helicopter blades and Keelian’s arm, still around his
waist, helped Jade regain his composure before they landed in front of their
company’s hangar. 
        George, their pilot, shrugged off his jacket to let his feathery griffin wings unfurl
before he waved goodbye and lifted into the sky. Jade smiled, waving back. It was
good to see people like George—Beings of Preternatural Origin—thrive and feel
comfortable showing their true nature to the world. Even though the Cure had long
since been abolished and BPOs now lived as part of society, many still recalled the
inhumane treatment at the hands of the government only a few decades prior, and
were much less open about their true forms. Jade hoped that someday more BPOs
would feel as comfortable as George.
      Jade and Keelian headed to the changing rooms to strip off their hot suits and
returned outside to toss them along with their gear to the back of Jade’s SUV. When
Keelian had taken the job, he’d said he’d rather carpool with Jade and reimburse
him for gas than buy his own car. Whether it was for the good of the environment or
some other reason, Keelian hadn’t elaborated. Either way, Jade was thankful for the
extra time this allowed him to spend with Keelian during their commutes.
      He watched Keelian zip up his bomber jacket and ruffle his unruly, white hair
before he shoved his hands into the pockets of his torn blue jeans. Jade’s eyes
lingered on the sharp lines of the man’s profile before fixating on his prominent
jawline, then his dark lashes as he turned his face toward the sun. With his eyes
closed, he looked as if he was soaking up the warmth. It wasn’t the first time Jade
stood mesmerised by Keelian’s features, nor was it the first time he ached to trace
Keelian’s cheekbones with his fingertips. Despite all that longing, he’d never gotten
the courage to admit any of it to the man himself. 
       The spell cast by Keelian’s handsome features broke as tiny drops of rain
started to fall. They climbed into Jade’s car to head back to the small town an hour
south of Bristol they called home. The drizzle turned into a downpour that thudded
on the roof in a similar cacophony to Jade’s heart when Keelian’s gaze landed on
him. In his usual fashion, Keelian powered off his phone as if he wanted to talk but
rarely did, leaving Jade to fill the silence with endless chatter about his large family
and crazy cousins. Keelian seemed to enjoy the stories, and despite revealing little
of his personal life in return, he engaged in the conversation and truly geeked out
when they talked about electricity.
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       Jade had caught the man staring several times, and if he’d read the signals
right, Keelian was interested in him as well. Yet, between the two of them, they
somehow maintained their friendship without ever taking the first step toward
making it something more.  
        Jade steered around a fallen branch as he tried to mentally force his next words
out. The wipers flapped across the windshield at maximum speed, amping the
anticipation growing in him.  
        “Got any plans tonight?” he asked, carefully keeping his eyes on the road.
        “Nah, going straight home.”
       Jade cleared his throat, trying to sound casual even as his heart thundered in
his chest. “Care to go for a pint? I know a pub that doesn’t water down the draughts
too much.”
       Keelian chuckled, the sound so rich, Jade wanted to listen to it all evening. “Sure,
why not?”
      Jade gripped the steering wheel, biting back the idiotic grin that was sure to
make him look too eager for a simple pint with a friend. “We’re nearly there,” he
said, turning left at the traffic lights, which were swaying overhead in the strong
wind. 
       Once parked on the curb in front of the pub, the two jumped out of the car and
into the pouring rain. Lightning split the sky, followed so quickly by a boom of
thunder that Jade spun around to see if the strike had damaged anything close by.
     Just as he turned, he saw a bolt of lightning strike the power line overhead,
splitting it with a crack. Time slowed as Jade stood frozen, watching the live end of
the line, sparkling with electricity, whip through the air towards him. 
        Is this it?  His mind supplied. No, he decided. It can’t be. He’d been careful on the
job for years, following every rule and regulation, so he refused to die like this—at
the wild whim of nature.
 Jade was about to move when strong hands pushed him back hard enough to
punch all of the air from his lungs. Landing hard on his arse, Jade watched with
horror as Keelian swatted the live wire with his bare hand. It landed safely away
from the sidewalk, crackling and spitting in between the curb and Jade’s car. 
        “You okay?” Keelian yelled over the rain, his eyes full of worry.
      Jade nodded, unable to speak, scrambling to his feet and sheltering under the
roof of the pub’s entrance.
      “Can you call Steve to send the evening crew? We don’t have enough equipment
to take care of it ourselves.” Keelian acted like he hadn’t just touched a live wire and
Jade had hallucinated it all. 
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       “Okay,” Jade replied tentatively, fishing out his phone with a wet, unsteady hand.
He made the call on autopilot, stating the facts without elaborating on what he’d
seen his friend do. 
       Keelian popped the boot of Jade’s SUV and, after rummaging around, set up
cones and tape in a large circle around the wire and the car. 
       “He told us to stay put,” Jade said as he ended the call. “He’s sending the guys in
to fix this mess.”
       “Good,” Keelian said, approaching Jade to hide under the same roof. “Is this the
pub?” He indicated the establishment behind them. 
         “Yeah, that’s the place,” Jade nodded, still in a daze.
          “Does the offer still stand?”
      “What?” Jade frowned, his mind still replaying the images of the power line
falling down. 
     “The pint? Your car is stuck until the crew arrives,” Keelian explained, his tight-
lipped smile looking apologetic as if Jade’s car being stuck was his fault. 
     “Of course.” Jade placed a hand on Keelian’s forearm, and the man’s anxious
features smoothed out. Neither of them moved away from the other. Jade wanted
to make Keelian promise that they could talk about what had just happened but
didn’t want to spook him. He had an idea as to what secret Keelian was hiding but
didn’t want to assume until he heard the truth from Keelian himself.
       They went inside the traditional English pub with wooden decor and ordered
beers by the long bar. Dripping rainwater, they slid into chairs by a table with a
window overlooking Jade’s car. Jade found himself gazing outside at the fallen
power line, thinking what could have happened to him if Keelian hadn’t been there. 
 A low voice was saying Jade’s name, and he turned to Keelian sitting opposite him.
His sharp features bore an intense look of worry.
     “You scared the shit out of me, mate,” Keelian said, his tone serious. His eyes
were such light blue, they looked nearly silver in the pub’s dim light. 
     “Me?” Jade choked out then cleared his throat. “You…” he waved a hand at his
friend then in the general direction of the power line outside. “Thanks for saving
me,” he said slowly, watching the reaction on Keelian’s face.
       “I didn’t–”
    “Listen, I know what I saw.” Jade looked around to make sure no one was
listening but the nearby tables were unoccupied. “You touched that live wire with
your bare hand. That’s impossible. Seeing as you’re still sitting here and not laying
in the morgue, electrocuted.”
       “I can explain–”
     “Keelian,” Jade paused to gather himself, knowing his next words could either
make or break their friendship. “If you’re a BPO, you don’t have to hide, not from me.
I can take the truth, but if you don’t want to share it, I’ll just forget it and we can go
back to the way we were.” He sat back, taking a sip of his beer, trying to appear
casual while waiting with bated breath for his friend to decide.
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 Keelian sighed, placing his elbows on the table to pluck a napkin from the holder. 
        “I don’t want to go back to the way we were. I thought–” He spread the napkin
on the table, then started folding it into a neat square. “I hoped we…” Chewing on his
bottom lip, he ripped the napkin in half before looking up at Jade. “Electricity can’t
hurt me ‘cause it courses through me at high voltage all the time. I can harness
energy from the Earth and transform it into electricity, but a natural version of it
lives in me,” Keelian said quickly, then released a breath as if the confession made
him feel lighter. “I can control it so I can touch you without transferring any, don’t
worry. Not that I would–”
      “It’s okay.” Jade patted Keelian’s forearm then took his hand away, wary of
overstepping any boundaries the man might need right now. “If you’d like to share,
I’d love to listen. You know most of what there is to know about me, but ask away if
you want.” Jade was an open book and there was no question his friend could ask
that he wouldn’t want to answer. “I know you, Keelian. I trust you with my life.
There’s not much you can tell me that would change my opinion of you.” Jade
considered his own words. “Short of being a serial killer, I guess.” He let out a
nervous chuckle and watched the corners of Keelian’s mouth twitch up into a little
smile before he grew serious again. 
       By now, the napkin was a small mountain of tiny, ripped squares, and Keelian
reached for another, his strong, calloused hands, much like Jade’s own, working on
folding the delicate paper. 
      “My parents died in a plane crash when I was eleven. Many preternatural
abilities don’t manifest themselves until puberty, so they probably thought they still
had time to tell me what I could become,” Keelian started, lifting his gaze to Jade as
if to judge his reaction.
      “What happened?” Jade asked, hoping his friend saw the acceptance he tried to
emit with his entire being. 
    “I didn’t have any other family, so I ended up in the foster system.” Keelian
shrugged. “Losing my parents must have triggered my abilities, or maybe I’d had
them for a while at that point and hadn’t noticed. Either way, one day I saw a toddler
trying to stick a fork in an electric socket and I just reacted.”
        “Holy hell, what did you do?” Jade leaned closer, captivated. 
       “I pulled him away. He screamed his little head off until my foster parents came
storming in just in time to see me take the fork out of the socket. I didn’t think. I just
did it. I didn't want anyone to get hurt. As you must know, doing that wouldn’t
electrocute a person, it would only give them a nasty shock. To me, though, it did
nothing.”
       By this time, Jade was leaning halfway across the booth, his elbows on the
sticky pub table, beer forgotten. 
     “At first, everyone assumed that the power circuit was fried and that’s why
nothing happened, but once they checked, it was still working. The Cure had only
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 been banned a few years prior, and there were still lots of advocates for it, which
didn’t bode well for me.” Keelian reached for his beer and took a long gulp. His silver
gaze seemed haunted, his eyes unfocused as if looking into the past.
     Jade had been a pre-teen at the time and still remembered vividly how the
nation rebelled to ban the Cure. The drug had been forced on any Being of
Preternatural Origin in order to ‘cleanse’ them of their abilities, whether it was
shifting into another form or something as harmless as healing plants. 
         “My foster parents said they didn’t want me around, but I was lucky to end up
re-assigned to a family with a boy my age, and we became friends. Zane is like a
brother to me. We stuck together after that for years, but only lately I’ve found out
he’s a BPO, too.”
           Having been brought up in a loving family, it was hard for Jade to imagine
what Keelian’s teenage years must have been like. He listened with fascination and
awe of the man in front of him, finding himself more drawn to Keelian with each
word.
         “I went for a career that seemed obvious, something that I knew I could be
good at. Wherever I went, other electricians found out what I could do and tried to
test me and my abilities. Many times it ended up in an incident where one of them
got hurt. That’s why I kept it hidden after moving to this town. I don’t want to stand
out, and I like the company here.” He met Jade’s gaze and the intensity of it sent a
shiver down Jade’s spine. He didn’t want Keelian to be forced to leave, either.
     “I won’t tell anyone if you don’t want me to, I promise,” Jade vowed. “And you
stand out because you work hard and you're great at your job, Keelian,” he added,
putting all the conviction he had in him into the words to make sure Keelian knew
he meant it.
       “Meh, you're just saying that ‘cause I saved your life.” Keelian smirked, sitting
back. 
      Jade chuckled, and just like that, the dark cloud of uncertainty between them
moved aside to let in a ray of sunshine. “Well, it definitely helped.”
        “Go on; I can tell you have more questions, might as well put all my cards on the
table,” Keelian said with a smile, taking a sip of his lager. 
        Through the window, they could see the night shift arrive and start repairing the
damaged power line with a careful and well-practised routine. Seeing that there
was staff to spare put Keelian and Jade even more at ease; they wouldn’t need to be
called back in to help.
        “Did you ever find out more about your abilities?” Jade asked before he waved
at the barman, ordering beer for Keelian and water for himself since he would be
driving both of them home.
       “Yeah, I had to. I used to have these ‘episodes’ where I passed out for no reason.
I would eat and drink but I could still just feel more drained until I fell asleep
suddenly. The human doctors couldn’t figure out what was wrong and after the
current running through me damaged some expensive equipment, they sent me to  
look for help elsewhere.”
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         "What did you do then?”
       “I found an organisation that had come out from underground after the Cure
was banned and they sent me to a brand new BPO clinic. It was an eye-opening
experience. The energy that courses through me comes from the Earth, and if I
don’t touch the ground with my bare skin or spend time in the sun, I just… lose
charge.” He shrugged. “I turn off.” 
         “I’ve never seen you so much as sway.” Jade frowned, trying to remember. 
       “I learned how to deal with it and made accommodations. I sleep on the floor
and sunbathe whenever I can,” Keelian’s lips quirked, and the image of the man
naked on the beach filled Jade’s mind. “And I hate electronics.”
         “Is that why you turn your phone off when you’re not using it?” Jade asked.
       “The static is noisy for me, it feels like it’s scratching my skin. When I watch TV
for a short time it’s okay, but I don’t own one because every electronic device is
kind of on standby mode and emits a hum that drives me insane.”
     “Your house must look like something from the past. I’d love to see it.” Jade
smiled then realised he’d just invited himself over. Heat rose to his cheeks.
        “I think you should.” Keelian’s hand slid closer to Jade’s over the table, the tips
of their fingers brushing. Jade knew that the zing of electricity that passed between
them was not an accident. “Maybe after you get your car back tonight?” Keelian’s
voice was lower than usual and the sound sent a wave of hot anticipation to Jade’s
abdomen. 
          Jade tried not to grin but failed, happiness and hope bubbling up inside him. 
          “Yeah.”
          “Do you like board games? We can’t Netflix and chill since I don’t have a telly.”
       “Oh, yeah.” Jade released a small laugh as heat crept to his cheeks at the
thought of what else they could do. “I love board games.” He looked at Keelian’s
expression, and the smirk on the man’s face told him how transparent his thoughts
must be. “But only if you’ll let me take you out for dinner tomorrow. I owe you since
you saved my life and all.” Jade watched with unbridled joy as Keelian’s smile grew
into a grin that lit up his silvery eyes. 
       “It’s a date, then,” Keelian said, and his low, husky voice made it sound like a
promise. In a slow movement that gave Jade time to move away, Keelian’s hand
covered his over the table.
        “It is.” Jade flipped his hand to hold Keelian’s and the man squeezed it in silent
affirmation.
      They looked at each other over the table, their hands linked, Keelian’s thumb
tracing circles over Jade’s pulse in a promise of more gentle touches. 
       When the waiter brought their drinks, they didn’t let go of their hold. Their
discussion shifted onto lighter subjects of favourite foods and footie teams. Each
time Keelian laughed, Jade could feel electricity pass through their hands. He could
tell that allowing him to experience it was a careful choice on Keelian’s part; a sign
of trust.
     Their chemistry was electric, even more than Keelian himself, and Jade
wondered if this new thing they had started tonight could, in time, become truly
high voltage. 
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The Presence of Metal Tanya Akrofi



Live Wires

I can feel the stirrings—the sensations in my upper chest, heartbeat
quickening as the blood rushes, capillaries bursting beneath heavy
atmospheres, creating tiny stifled volcanoes on the surface of my skin,
inhibited by a layer of epidermis as my rage is inhibited by the layers of
therapy and work and medication tempering my chain reactions as I seek
something in place of the liquid cooling gel I used to douse myself in till I
drowned out the fires, as I drowned myself over and over till every spark was
extinguished—even, especially the ones I needed to keep myself alive, until I
finally stopped. And now I wait. Cold and dry and scared, and wondering
what this is. Wondering what’s next. Opening with caution to what these
currents are bringing me now, as I’m readying my body and soul and shell to
contain that which I cannot see, as I step out into the torrent, embracing the
rain and waiting for lightning to strike. Smiling with crystalline conductors in
hand—as live wires promise to give me life.

Lauren Theresa
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i.
  
do that come-hither finger
with one hand, hooked 
toward your own body
& turn it out

        (this is x)

& do it again
      both hands
         that's right
    
          (this is xx
                   rated g)

     now bang your exes 
                       together: 

one knuckle & second 
                       tap those exes 
                                         two
                                            three 
                                            times
                                        for           a battery
                                        for           electricity   
                                        for           power.

ii.

nazis & cops / flash the ok // upside down & / feign ignorance //
when called out / we've taught / them it's ok // to be cowards /
to hide behind / white & blue // & leave red / for hats & 
flowers // of blood blooming / from bodies / 
                                                                without power.

banging exes & other signs of power

Adrienne Crezo
1

2
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iii.

   t◯ be alive—is p◯wer—
 ex|stence   —     in |tself—
           with◯ut a further function—
            omn|potence—enough—

  t◯ be alive—and will!
   't|s able as a god—
           the maker—of ◯urselves—be what—
             such being fin|tude!

    — p◯wer r◯cker
      em|ly dick|nson 

           iv.
 

a knock at the door: 
it’s the boundary you’ve got 

your whole self in  — in the electric dusk 
your naked lover  laid under sheets

of lightning  turns into the rented air 
contiguous / static / a shard 

of green light / on the monitor 
shroud-stain, negative / flashed 

onto the vinyl  / swaying to the music 
of cash registers in the distance 

 — a world parallel to our own
 though overlapping.

3

4

5

6 7

8

9

10

11

banging exes 
& other signs of power

 1: X sign: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sign_language_X.svg
2:  Rocker switch: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Socket_5.jpg
3: from House Call by Joanie Mackowski
4:  from Night at the Roller Palace by January Gill O'Neil
5:  from Heat by Denis Johnson
6: from Outside Abilene by Harley Elliott
7:  from Boabdil's Eviction by Eugene Gloria
8: from Untitled [and the moon once it stopped was sleeping] by Erika Meitner
9:  from At the Gym by Mark Doty
10:  from To the Field of Scotch Broom That Will Be Buried by the New Wing of the Mall by Lucia Perillo
11:  from Sojourns in the Parallel World by Denise Levertov
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Last chance saloon

Sally sat poised on a high bar stool holding her third cocktail. No point staying
sober tonight. She looked around at the odd mix of people, thrown together
by a confluence of disaster and design.
      Two men in their thirties were playing cards at a low table, sitting forwards
on imaginary starting blocks. One wore a light sweater with the sleeves
pushed up, exposing dark hairs on his forearms. The other had an open
checked shirt over a simple white T, suggesting downplayed affluence. Their
short haircuts betrayed them as soldiers. Army medics, Sally guessed.
       In one corner, a portly man leaned against a wall with a glass of whisky in
one hand, a Kindle in the other. Sally wondered what he was reading. A
novel? Government documents?
      The call had come just twelve hours ago. Given two hours to pack her
most needed possessions, and forbidden to say goodbye to anyone, Sally
had made her way, shaking and tearful, to the airport. She had been warned
airport security would be even slower than usual and instructed to arrive
several hours before her flight. A ticket would be waiting for her.
      The flight took off at four in the afternoon, just as it was beginning to get
dark. But as they rose above the clouds heading north, the sun lit up the sky
to her left, red blood rising to orange, then blue. The flight from Manchester to
Edinburgh was all too short, and soon they descended into blackness. An
anonymous man met her at Edinburgh airport, a discreet placard bearing her
name. Sally noticed, her pulse racing, she was the only one being met.
Slowly, it dawned on her. Her fellow travellers were innocent of the fate that
awaited them. She retched, as she sat in the back of the unmarked car.
     They drove silently through the Scottish countryside for what seemed
hours. Hills, then mountains, loomed, obscuring the moon. Her eyes
smarted, but Sally resisted sleep. Finally, the car stopped, her door opened,
and she emerged to see her small case already before her. In an instant, the
man was gone. 

Bonnie Meekums
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      Sally wondered if she would ever see him again, this angel of the night. Or
would he, like the captain of a ship, be left to salute as others jumped to
safety?
      It didn’t take Sally long to work out why she’d been chosen. They must
have started with lists of people who excelled in areas that might be useful
for the building of a post-apocalyptic Britain. Team GB winners, people on the
New Year’s Honours lists, that sort of thing. At the thought of Team GB
winners, a mixture of hope and fear made her mouth go dry. She mused,
distracting herself with intellectual curiosity, on how confusing one’s
physiology can be. Excitement and fear. Same neuro-endocrine response,
opposing movement response. Approach, versus avoid. 
       Sally was one of those on the second list. She had been awarded the MBE
for services to art therapy the previous year. The idiots at the top must have
thought she could somehow deal with unprecedented psychological trauma,
on a galactic scale. She wondered how many people would be kept in
bunkers, how many therapists to a bunker. And when would the paints and
paper run out? As it occurred to her she might be one of very few, or – God
forbid – the only psychological therapist, Sally felt something stick in her
throat. She swallowed hard. She did not want to have to deal with other
people’s trauma right now. She would have enough of her own. True, she had
few personal losses to face; unlike some people here, she supposed. 
       She had one younger brother somewhere. He’d been a talented runner at
the age of eleven when their parents split up. He had gone to live with his
Dad, and Sally had taken her mother’s side against the two of them, angrily
rejecting her brother for craving his misogynistic father’s love. At the age of
fourteen, how could she know this would mean she would never see him
again?
      Eighteen months ago, Sally watched helplessly as first her mother and
then her lover died of cancer within two weeks of each other. Then, her heart
still trapped in grief’s vice, she stared at her tiny television with a mixture of
pride and regret, tears tumbling down her face as she watched her
estranged brother win an Olympic gold medal for one hundred metres,
smashing all records for good measure, even knocking Usain Bolt off his
perch. 
       Sally reached into her handbag for a tissue, dried her eyes and blew her
nose, trying to clear her head of memories. She pulled herself upright,
searching for something to hold onto; some positivity, somewhere. 

Last Chance Saloon
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       At least she wasn’t faced with the unthinkable pain of leaving any children
behind or coping first with their boredom, then their horror, in this
underground prison. But she felt unbearably alone, sitting with a now empty
glass. She wondered idly whether her old professor would turn up. It was
possible; he was always in the news and knew how to wangle his way into
any desirable club. She’d always fancied Professor Peters. Frank Peters. She
smiled wryly into her cavernous glass. This time he would be unlikely to
refuse her. She’d heard he, too, had been selected for a gong a couple of
years ago. The same year as her brother, in fact. They might even have met.
For a moment, Sally wondered if they’d discussed her. She brushed an
invisible crumb from her lap and shook her hair. 
       Sally looked towards the door. A tall man with athletic build and longish,
brown wavy hair was being signed in. Sally’s heart raced. He was older than
when she had last seen him in the flesh, but those brown eyes - and the hair
falling over his face… The new arrival pushed back his unruly hair with an
unmistakably casual gesture and stood, scanning the room. Then his eyes
met hers, his face broadened into a smile as he walked confidently towards
her. Sally’s legs turned to jelly as he greeted her with a peck on one cheek,
then the other. 
      ‘Sals,’ he murmured into her ear. Then, pulling away, he looked straight
into her eyes. 
      ‘I’ve missed you. Looks like we’ll be seeing a fair bit of each other for a
while. Can you bear it?’  
      Sally wanted to shout ‘No, I can’t bear it. A large asteroid is about to hit
Britain, and the world as we know it is about to end!’ But instead, she forced
herself to recall what she’d read in some trashy women’s magazine and,
hoping she’d got it right she turned to the barman. 
         ‘Bourbon and soda on the rocks for the gentleman please, Tom.’  
         Then she turned back with a smile, to meet the eyes of her little brother.

Last Chance Saloon
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Three Horses

Some days I wake up electric – 
a slinky eel slithering to the coffeepot.
I try my best to make breakfast,
but the dogs are fighting, and the TV is too loud.

The children are hungry, and they hover too close.
I squirm away from their touch
to avoid the suffocating closeness.
My daughter reaches for my hand 
and sparks fly. You shocked me.

I don’t have the words to explain
my growing intolerance for loud noises and human touch,
but she can see it in my damp forehead
and hear it in my shallow breathing.
The stench of detached motherhood
is mixed with the aroma of popping bacon.

After breakfast, I slip out the front door
and run out into the frosty air
with my strange pack of dogs and humans,
nipping at my heels.
Three horses watch us from a snowy hill.
They’re in their multicolored winter coats,
their bodies frozen, with all eyes on us.

I punt a soccer ball clear across the field,
sending the dogs bolting across the snow
and impressing my children.
I throw back my head
and let out a thunderous roar of laughter.

Molly Greer
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Life is sharp, but beautiful
and memory is a fickle thing.
But I pray that time will be kind,
and when I’m no more 
than a closet full of dusty boxes,
I hope they remember me in the snow – 
with wind burnt cheeks, tangled hair,
and a shocking cackle 
that rattles trees and startles horses.

Three Horses
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Miguel Wattson

Miguel Wattson, the electric eel at Tennessee Zoo, is a mild and lightly
dappled grey. I visit him often, on my lunch break, or just when I have
nothing better to do.

Sometimes Miguel Wattson glides gently along the length of his tank, a
generous glass construction furnished with all the comforts of an artificial
river. Sometimes he nestles near the bottom, quite placid, only interrupting
his reverie for an occasional visit to the surface. Water is his element - on
land he would flounder and crack dry - but if he only lived in water he would
drown. He lives between two worlds, breathing air in snatched gulps from
above. 

I can walk from my office to the aquarium. Each time I visit, I greet the guard
on the door with my cheeriest hello. I've never yet raised a smile from him in
return. Sometimes I smuggle in my sandwiches. I'm not sure the guard
would like that, if he saw, but I can be discreet. I'm good at blending in.

Miguel Wattson, like all electric eels, can generate a shock at will. He can emit
a gentle pulse to use as a sort of echo-location, or send out a stronger
current, 600 volts or more. He could pack a punch powerful enough to kill a
person, if he only knew it.

Once, I told Ivy in the cubicle next to me about my visits to the aquarium. She
blinked, and nodded - "Is that right?" - and her bright pink lips twisted into
half a smile. I felt the flush crawl past my collar and prickle all the way up to
my scalp. The moment hung in the air, for us both to turn and examine in
silence, before the tap of Ivy's keyboard brought the conversation to an end.

Katy Naylor
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Miguel Wattson

Whenever Miguel Wattson generates sufficient voltage, the sensors in his
tank pick up the signal. They connect to computers which send a message to
his fans around the world. "POW!" the messages say. "FLASH!" "KAZAM!"
Doubtless his followers appreciate this show of power. I've never seen it
register, myself.

My apartment is small but comfortable. It's got everything I need. A neat
white kitchen, a large and well furnished bookcase, a double bed and a soft
green sofa. After work I make myself a simple meal, watch TV, or read. In the
summer I sit on the balcony and watch the traffic below. Cars and people
winding bright trails through the evening light.

Sometimes, when I'm lying in bed late at night, I like to imagine that Miguel
Wattson's current has crackled back to life.

At such times, I see Miguel Wattson sending up sparks as he sleeps. In his
dreams, Miguel Wattson is back in the Amazon. Feeling out his territory.
Closing in on prey. Just hanging about with his electric eel friends. Maybe
sending out signals of longing for an electric eel love, watching as the pulse
returns. Suddenly it's easy to come up for air. As Miguel Wattson dreams, his
tank flashes blue and blue. A serenade to the long and winding waters, in
volted semaphore. 

I often wonder if, when Miguel Wattson wakes up, the crackle will live on.
Whether, when his handler next reaches in, to feed him or clean out his tank,
he'll suddenly realise what he can do. They'll hear the fizz and the sputter of
the current, the suprised yell, from the next street. They'll rush in to find a
smoking figure on the floor, and two little eyes watching quietly from behind
glass. "Who would have thought it?" they'll say. "Who would have thought it of
Miguel Wattson?"

When that day comes I'll wake to clear sunlight and the sound of sirens, and
I'll know, with something approaching relief, that it's finally done. Miguel
Wattson has broken free of the smooth walls that confine him. His troubles
have fizzled and floated away, leaving nothing behind but a trail of bubbles,
electric blue on the current.
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Content Warnings
 

WHEN YOU DISSOCIATE FROM DEB TO JANE FROM DROP DEAD DIVA AND

ALL YOU SEE IS THE RECKONING OF SHAME BULK AND BURDEN YOUR

BODY: self-harm, eating disorder, blood

The Scars of Equilibrium: violence, blood, death, broken family relationships

a once and future nothing: sexual/reproductive imagery 

Sparky: house fire

Revelations: blasphemy, crucifixion

Last chance saloon: impending apocalypse

magnolia: toxic relationship
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